
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advanced Medical Imaging 

Software suite 

Solution for Nuclear Medicine - PET | SPECT | NM 



         

GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 
The software solution Advanced Medical Imaging Software 

Suite is dedicated to multimodality diagnostic for 

visualization and post-processing of 2D and 3D medical 

images. This software suite consists of a software core 

used as a base platform and then declined into specific 

solutions for areas such as nuclear medicine, radiology, 

clinical or imaging research. 

Our software is scalable and modular, giving you more 

flexibility and allow you to select additional modules that 

can be integrated directly into the solution and configured 

in order to best suit your needs. Each module is primarily 

focused on a range of expertise and provide you with the 

tools to target the organ or pathology. 

MAIN FEATURES 

The Nuclear Medicine solution presents ergonomic 

features for visualization and standard post processing 

routines for nuclear medicine and positron emission 

tomography studies review. This solution enables: 

- To be in direct link with existing DICOM modalities: 

SPECT, PET, PACS for examinations performed over 

time. 

- To view all nuclear medicine studies into one single 

comprehensive software 

- To present provisions of predefined views for easy to 

use and effective review 

- To print screen captures on department printers 

(DICOM or PostScript), and export screenshots or jpeg 

 

 

The solution can be used by the operator in order to 

prepare and store screenshots (annotations, masking, 

regions of interest, post processing ...) for subsequent 

interpretation. For this purpose, the solution presents 

very easy to use automated and manual functions for 

page layout design, as well as specific features like 

masking the injection site or bladder for example. 

 

A system of predesigned tab pages then allows a very 

quick review of already processed studies. Presentation 

includes first the display of saved screenshots and some 

tabs dedicated to the planar review, and then some tabs 

for the fused 3D multimodality review. At any time, the 

physicist can correct already done processing. 

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS 

Set up a customized solution to suit your specific needs 

with a modular approach and find the best way to deploy 

and access applications in your imaging system. Our 

advanced workstations integrate directly to your work 

environment using deployment options. 

 

 

 

REFERENCES 

In addition to public and private imaging centers, 

customer references also include academic institutions, 

Biotech, pharmaceutical companies and CROs. 

 

Why choosing the Advanced Medical Imaging solutions of KEOSYS? 

Keosys combines the latest technological and medical advances into simple and ergonomic solutions with practical applications 

for image diagnosis and management. 

 All-in-one solution 
Keosys serves all your viewing and analysis requirements into a single platform for PET, nuclear medicine and molecular imaging. 
Our solution can be used across all modalities and are compatible with all vendors, allowing imaging services to make the most of 
their existing and future equipment. 
 

 Simple, yet powerful 

By combining rigorous engineering and input from clinicians, our team has developed a comprehensive and ergonomic solution 
that streamlines the imaging workflow and delivers an intuitive and groundbreaking user-experience. 
 

 Seamless integration 

Keosys solutions can also be deployed in a variety of ways to fit your clinical workflow. Depending on your needs, the software can 
be accessed from workstations, application servers, virtualized environments and/or as a PACS plugins. 

 

WORKSTATION APPLICATION SERVER PACS MODULE 



Nuclear Medicine Functions 

Visualization and standard post processing for nuclear 
medicine exams: 

- Bone scan (2D,3D, dynamics, SPECT/CT) 
- Kidney imaging 
- Lung scintigraphy 
- 2D and 3D fused general scintigraphy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PET Functions 

Keosys PET processing functions are currently recognized 

best-in-class both for clinical trials review and  in a routine 

reading context. Key elements are robustness, fluidity and 

ease of use for both simple comparative readings. 

 

- Most used layouts defined as predefined screens 

- PET 2D&3D SUV calculation (bw, bsa, lbm) with peak 

SUV automatic evaluation 

- PET SUV automatic 3D segmentation (fixed 

threshold, relative threshold, growing regions) with 

normal background correction 

- Standard comparative PET exams display with 

manual alignment correction 

 

 

 

 

 

Option – Nuclear Cardiology 

Quantification, review and reporting of nuclear cardiology 
imaging based on Cedar Sinaï Cardiac suite technology 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Option – PET Therapeutic monitoring 

An accurate and efficient application of criteria for the 

evaluation of therapeutic response PET solid tumors and 

lymphomas in a routine clinical setting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Option – KEOSYS LAB 
Research modules for medical imaging treatments applied, 
which incorporates an API for collaborative developments. 
These modules are independent and require a commercial 
proposal and / or a specific partnership contract. 

These modules do not have the medical device EC marking. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ABOUT KEOSYS 

Keosys is a European leader in medical imaging software. Our innovative 

solutions are routinely used by physicians across the world to view and 

analyze medical images in radiology, nuclear medicine and molecular 

imaging practices 

With over 12 years of experience, Keosys draws on extensive technology 

and expertise from a team of imaging scientists, physicians and software 

engineers. Our team strives to combine the latest scientific findings and 

technological advances into a simple and ergonomic solution with practical 

applications for image diagnosis and management. 

As of today, Keosys has over 500 reference centers and is offering its 

solutions through a worldwide network of distributors. The company is 

headquartered in France, and has international offices located in the United 

States and Singapore. 
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CONTACT 

For more information about our solutions, please feel free to contact us:  

 

HEADQUARTER : 

1, impasse Augustin Fresnel 
BP 60226 
44815 Saint-Herblain cedex 
+33 (0)2 40 92 26 13 
FRANCE 
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Connect  

with me 

Pierre TERVÉ 
Head Advanced Medical 
Imaging Solutions 
 
pierre.terve@keosys.com 
mob : +33 (0)6 63 72 24 50 
 

www.keosys.com 

 


